Distribution of ageing changes of the goat aortic tunica media
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Abstract

Ageing changes in the tunica media of the aorta may be influenced by the prevailing haemodynamic stress. These changes are associated with higher cardiovascular morbidity and mortality among the aged. Although the goat is a suitable model for vascular studies, little attention has been paid to aging changes in its aorta. This study investigated the histomorphological ageing changes in the goat aortic tunica media by light and transmission electron microscopy. Sixteen male domestic goats of age range 60-120 months were euthanised with sodium pentobarbital 20 mg.mL⁻¹ and fixed with 3% phosphate buffered glutaraldehyde solution. Samples from various aortic regions were processed routinely for paraffin embedding and sectioning for light microscopy. 7 μ sections were stained with Mason’s trichrome and Weigert resorcin fuchsin/Van Gieson. The specimens for transmission electron microscopy were post-fixed in osmium tetroxide, and ultrathin sections stained with uranyl acetate, counter stained with lead citrate and examined by EM 201 Phillips© microscope. It is observed that ageing is characterized by fragmentation of elastic lamellae, increased amounts and tangling of collagen, and disorganization smooth muscle cells. These aging changes are more pronounced in luminal than in adventitial zone, and in proximal than in distal parts of the aorta. This distribution of structural ageing changes in the goat aorta suggests that they are influenced by mural strain, and the amount of smooth muscle. Control of blood pressure in human beings constitutes a useful approach to reduction of age related vascular disruption.
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1 Introduction

Ageing structural changes in the mammalian aortic tunica media may be influenced by mural strain (NAKAMURA and OHTSUBO, 1992; GUO and KASSAB, 2004). These changes are thought to result in aortic stiffness, which is associated with higher cardiovascular morbidity and mortality (LESAUSKAITE, TANGANELI, BIANCIARDI et al., 1999; BENETOS, WAEBER, IZZO et al., 2002; REDDY, LI, PHAM et al., 2003). Although the goat is a suitable animal model for vascular studies due to similarity of vessel structure and disease alterations (LEMSON, DAEMEN, KITSHAAR et al., 1999), little attention has been paid to the ageing structural changes in the tunica media of its aorta. The present study aimed at describing histomorphological aging changes in the tunica media of the goat aorta.

2 Experimental animals and methods

The present study was done on 16 male healthy domestic goats (Capra hircus) aged between 60 and 120 months and weighing 10-60 kg, purchased from private livestock farmers in the outskirts of Nairobi. Eight animals were used for light, and eight for electron microscopic studies. The animals were weighed then euthanised with an overdose of sodium pentobarbitone 20 mg.mL⁻¹ injected intravenously. After attaining complete euthanasia, the thorax and abdomen were opened, blood cleared by normal saline and the aorta fixed by gravimetric technique using 3% phosphate buffered glutaraldehyde solution introduced through the left ventricle. The pericardium was opened to expose the ascending aorta, and lungs and abdominal viscera retracted to expose the arch, descending thoracic and abdominal regions of the aorta.

For light microscopy, specimens were taken from each of the following areas: the ascending aorta; aortic arch, at each vertebral level down to T13 and abdominal aorta from pre-renal, renal and post renal segments. The specimens were post-fixed in osmium tetroxide, and ultrathin sections stained with uranyl acetate, counter stained with lead citrate and examined by EM 201 Phillips© microscope. Seven micrometer sections were stained with the Weigert resorcin – fuchsin stain and counterstained with Van Gieson stain for demonstration of elastic fibres; and with Mason’s trichrome stain for demonstration of other mural components.

Specimens for electron microscopy were taken from the ascending aorta, aortic arch, proximal thoracic aorta (T6); middle thoracic aorta (T9) and distal thoracic aorta (T12), and abdominal aorta, immersed in 3% phosphate buffered glutaraldehyde solution for further fixation, and subsequently post fixed with 1% phosphate buffered osmium tetroxide solution. The sections were then dehydrated in increasing grades of ethanol, cleared in propylene oxide, and embedded in 100% durcupan with catalyst, and polymerized in an oven at 60 °C, for 48 hours. Ultrathin sections were made with Reichert ultramicrotome®, collected on 200 mesh copper grids, stained with uranyl acetate, counterstained with lead citrate, and examined by EM 201 Phillips© electron microscope.
Figure 1. a-h) Micrographs showing Aging changes in the tunica media of the goat aorta. a) Fragmentation of elastic lamellae (el) ×8,760; b) increased amount of collagen fibres (co) running in various directions, between elastic lamellae (el) and smooth muscle cell (smc) ×8,760; c) tangling and knotting of collagen fibres (arrow) between fragments of elastic lamellae (el) close to smooth muscle cell (smc) ×27,800; d) collagen (co) joining the fragments (star) of elastic lamella (el) ×8,760; e) disoriented smooth muscle cells (star). Mason’s trichrome stain ×400; f) binucleated cells (arrowheads). Masons trichrome ×250; g) distortion of smooth muscle islands (star) in the adventitial zone. Mason’s Trichrome ×400; h) inflammatory-like cells (square) between smooth muscle cells (star). Mason’s Trichrome ×400.
Figure 2. a-h) Micrographs showing zonal and regional variations of ageing changes in the tunica media of the goat aorta. 

a) Fragmentation of elastic lamellae (stained black) in the luminal zone of the ascending aorta. Weigert elastic stain ×400; 
b) continuous elastic lamellae (arrows) next to bundles of smooth muscle (smc) in the adventitial zone of ascending aorta. Weigert elastic stain ×400; 
c) the fragmentation of elastic lamellae (stained black) in the luminal zone of proximal thoracic aorta. Weigert elastic stain ×400; 
d) continuous elastic lamellae (arrows) next to smooth muscle bundles (smc) in proximal thoracic aorta. Weigert elastic stain ×400; 
e) areas of elastic lamella fragmentation (star) among continuous elastic lamellae (arrows) in the luminal zone of distal thoracic aorta. Weigert elastic stain ×400; 
f) thick continuous elastic lamellae (square), next to a muscle island (MI) in the adventitial zone of distal thoracic aorta. Weigert elastic stain ×400; 
g) continuous wavy elastic lamellae (stained black) separated by wide interlamellar spaces (stars) in luminal zone of abdominal aorta. Weigert elastic stain ×400; 
h) continuous wavy elastic lamellae (stained black) separated by wide interlamellar spaces (stars) in the adventitial zone of abdominal aorta. Weigert elastic stain ×400.
3 Results

The tunica media of the goat aorta is made of regular concentric elastic lamellae between which are smooth muscle cells, collagen and elastic fibres. In the proximal segments down to T9, some outer lamellae are interrupted by muscle islands. Ageing changes affect the smooth muscle cells, elastic lamellae, collagen and elastic fibres. In the luminal zone of the ascending aorta and aortic arch, the elastic lamellae are discontinuous and fragmented (Figure 1a). Between the pieces of the fragmented lamellae there are collagen fibres running in various directions (Figure 1b). Some of the collagen is tangled (Figure 1c) and in some instances joins the elastic fibre fragments (Figure 1d). Concomitant with these connective tissue fibre changes, is cellular degeneration, whereby smooth muscle cells become randomly oriented and may assume bizarre shapes (Figure 1e), with some becoming binucleated (Figure 1f). The smooth muscle cells in the adventitial zone are also disorganized, (Figure 1g) and there is infiltration of small cells resembling inflammatory ones (Figure 1h).

These aging changes display regional and zonal variations. In the ascending aorta and aortic arch, the elastic lamellae of the luminal zone are thin, continuous and fragmented (Figure 2a, c). In the adventitial zone, on the other hand, the elastic lamellae between the muscle islands are thin but continuous with relatively less fragmentation (Figure 2b, d). These aging changes show a progressive craniocaudal diminution such that in the region around T10, the elastic lamellae are only mildly fragmented (Figure 2c) with minimal change in the adventitial zone (Figure 2f). In the most distal thoracic aorta extending between T11–T13, and the abdominal aorta, the tunica media comprises continuous fairly well preserved wavy elastic lamellae, in both zones (Figure 2g, h).

4 Discussion

Observations of the present study have revealed that goat aortic ageing is characterized by fragmentation of elastic lamellae in the tunica media similar to that described in literature (ZHU, UENO, MATTSSUSHITA et al., 2001; CONNAT, BUSSEUIL, GAMBERT et al., 2002). Besides elastic lamella fragmentation, ageing is associated with deposition of more collagen in the interlamellar spaces, and also between the fragments of elastic lamellae, where it appears to join them. Increased secretion of collagen in the aorta with age has also been reported in other mammals (NICHOLS and O’ROURKE, 1998; ZHU, UENO, MATTSSUSHITA et al., 2001; CONNAT, BUSSEUIL, GAMBERT et al., 2002). The increase in collagen may synergise the fragmentation of elastic fibres in causing aortic stiffness reported in the aged aorta (BENETOS, WAEBER, IZZO et al., 2002). The increased cardiovascular morbidity and mortality consequent to this increase in collagen may parallel that due to elastic fibre degradation.

The smooth muscle cells in both the luminal and adventitial zones of the tunica media in the proximal segments of the aged aortae appear distorted in shape and orientation. In some areas, the smooth muscle cells appear binucleated. These findings support reports that in aged aortae, there is irregularity in shape (TODA, TSUDA, NISHIMORI et al., 1980); cell necrosis (KOJIMAHARA, 1985) degradation of cells (OYAMA and SAKAMATO, 1995 a,b); increased proliferation (MOON, CHA, KIM et al., 2003) and polyoidy (JONES and RAVID, 2004). It is probable that these changes represent both the degradation and attempted repair. The demonstration of “inflammatory” cells in old goat aortic tunica media is probably due to age related cellular activation similar to what occurs in atherosclerosis (HANSON, 2005; GALKINA, KADL, SANDERS et al., 2006). These inflammatory cells have been implicated in the production of matrix metalloproteinases (PALOMBO, MAIONE, CIFIELLO et al., 1999) some of which may be involved in elastic fibre degradation.

A notable observation of the present study is that, the elastic lamellae degradation and smooth muscle degeneration all decrease gradually in a craniocaudal manner such that the abdominal aorta, is almost entirely spared. This is commensurate with reports that age changes are usually more pronounced where tension is highest (REDDY, LI, PHAM et al., 2003). It is therefore probable that shear stress and wall tension are the critical factors which influence the pattern of ageing change. An alternative explanation of this regional variation is the craniocaudal increase in cellularity of the tunica media. It is possible that short-term alterations in smooth muscle tone (KAWASAKI, SASAYAMA, YAGI et al., 1987; GREENWALD, 2007) off-load haemodynamic strain from the elastic fibres, thus protecting them from fatigue fracture.

Further, the present study has revealed that these aging changes display a transmedial zonation such that they are most noticeable in the luminal zone. This also appears to support previous reports that in both human and animal models, with ageing, the elastic lamellae of the tunica media begin to straighten and fragment from the luminal side (NAKAMURA and OHTSUBO, 1992). This pattern of degradation appears to be commensurate with the transmural gradient of wall tension in which there is higher strain on the luminal side (GUO and KASSAB, 2004). The observation that the elastic lamellae joining the muscle islands in the adventitial zone appear better preserved suggests that the smooth muscle islands in the adventitial zone of the thoracic aorta offload tension from the elastic fibres, thus protecting them from age change. Previous studies have suggested that by myogenic response, vascular smooth muscle uniformly distributes strain to maintain vascular haemostasis (MATSUMOTO, TSUCHIDA and SATO, 1996).

In conclusion, the zonal and regional variation, and extent of the aging changes suggests that aortic wall tension and the amount of smooth muscle may be a relevant factors in their development. Control of blood pressure constitutes a useful approach to reduction of age related vascular disruption in human beings.
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